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ABSTRACT 
 
Annotation of Arabic texts is an imperative task that is also costly and time-consuming. To overcome these 
obstacles to creating Arabic resources for analysis and training, we have built an integrated Arabic corpus. 
Constructing an Arabic corpus including various rhetorical and unusual sentences is a challenging task for 
the classification methods. Such a wide, reliable Arabic corpora doesn’t exist, which has motivated us to 
create a corpus for further analysis. The main contributions of this paper are twofold: (1) We construct the 
Arabic Figurative Sentiment Analysis (AFSA) corpus, consisting of the annotated figurative sentiment texts 
for the Arabic Saudi Dialect and Modern Standard Arabic (MSA). The construction of this corpus is based 
on the Arabic Language Sentiment Analysis (ALSA) framework, which involves annotated literal and 
figurative texts. The collected data contains 2000 texts from the Holy Quran, Al-Hadeeth, and the Arabic 
Saudi Dialect Dataset, which is comprised of 1000 literal and 1000 figurative annotations. (2) The process 
developed classifies the collected texts into figurative categories resulting in F1-scores reaching 92%, 93%, 
and 94% using the Multinomial Naïve Bayes (MNB) classifier, logistic regression (LR), and the Bernoulli 
Naïve Bayes (BNB) approach, respectively. 
 
Keywords: Machine Learning; Arabic Sentiment Analysis; Figurative Language 
 
1. INTRODUCTION  
 
Arabic is one of the most widely spoken and 
extensively studied languages in the world. Arabic 
language sciences are divided into linguistics, 
morphology, grammar, rhetoric, presentation 
science, and rhymes. Aesthetic expressions are 
relevant to Arabic language learners studying the 
essential famous books that define rhetoric and 
examine its branches and sections. The distinct 
rhetorical methods vary in the Arabic language 
based on what relates to the correct articulation of 
the letters. These techniques also consider the 
existence of linguistic and figurative expressions, 
such as metaphor, hyperbole, omission, 
substitution, presentation, delay, euphemism, 
praise, defamation, spelling, and logic [1].  
 
Arabic Language Sentiment Analysis (ALSA), also 
referred to as opinion mining or emotion detection, 
is defined as accurately identifying the sentiment of 
a short or long text. Also, ALSA reviews texts as 
positive, negative, or neutral; however, such reports 
may also include other modifiers that provide 
additional sentimental meaning for texts, such as 
high positive or low negative. These analyses are 

used to reflect people’s opinions about certain 
services or products. The approach of sentiment 
analysis is categorized into the lexicon-based 
approach, the machine learning–based approach, 
and the hybrid approach. In the lexicon-based 
approach, the polarity of a document is calculated 
from the polarity of its words by using dictionaries. 
Furthermore, this approach reveals a low recall in 
manually constructing a lexicon while maintaining 
precision. The independent machine learning–based 
approach counts on building classifiers such as the 
Support Vector Machine (SVM), Neural Network 
(NN), etc. On the other hand, the hybrid approach 
combines the lexicon-based approach and the 
machine learning–based approach [2].  
 
Work on ALSA requires considering many natural 
language processing features, such as hyperbole, 
sarcasm, irony, metonymy, metaphor, and simile 
[3]. A general binary text classification for the 
literal and non-literal (figurative) was derived by 
specifically investigating text classification for the 
two Arabic figurative devices of hyperbole and 
simile [1]. Multiple figurative sentiment analysis 
studies exist on Italian [4], Chinese [5], and English 
[6], whereas to the best of our knowledge, this 
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current research is the first 1 dedicated research on 
figurative sentiment analysis using ALSA [3]. We 
annotated Arabic corpus texts into literal and 
figurative sections and implemented machine 
learning classifiers in texts collected from social 
media and other sources that we manually 
annotated to validate this first corpus.  
 
The Arabic figurative is widely used in different 
lifestyle domains. Figurative language in Arabic 
plays a basic but beneficial role in ecommerce 
websites, which demonstrate how significant using 
Arabic figurative language is in e-business texts 
[7]. As a result, a rich usage of Arabic figurative 
language has spread all over the Internet. Thus, our 
research paper intends to develop an Arabic 
figurative corpus for use as a language resource for 
teaching ALSA in figurative sentiment analysis. 
The corpus is composed of 2,000 Arabic texts 
collected from the existing datasets of the Holy 
Quran, Hadeeth, and the Arabic Saudi Dialect 
Dataset, SS2030 
(https://www.kaggle.com/snalyami3/arabic-sent 
iment-analysis-dataset-ss2030-dataset). Then one 
must apply three classification algorithms to 
evaluate the created dataset. We used this work as a 
starting point for this vital field of research.  
 
In this section, we describe the understanding and 
implementation of figurative language when 
applied to these texts. Using machine learning to 
analyze Arabic texts requires entering annotated 
data into a corpus-based model built using a manual 
rhetoric annotation that classifies texts as literal or 
figurative. Most previous research about Arabic is 
based on annotated texts separated into either a 
positive or a negative for the machine learning 
classification algorithms. The most widely used 
classification algorithms are the support vector 
machine (SVM) and the Naïve Bays (NB) 
classifiers [8]. However, much of this research 
considers the sentiment analysis of dialect 
languages without reviewing MSA. In performing 
our analysis, the Multinomial Naïve Bayes (MNB), 
logistic regression (LR), and the Bernoulli Naïve 
Bayes (BNB) machine learning classification 
models, as well as two vectorization methods, Term 
Frequency/Inverse Document Frequency (TF/IDF) 
and Vectorization and Bag of Words (BOW) [9].  
 
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: 
Section 2 reviews related work on figurative 
analysis by considering past studies performed with 
literal and rhetorical analyses, previous methods of 
classifications applied to different Arabic datasets, 

and recent challenges facing Arabic Sentiment 
Analysis (ASA). Section 3 presents the corpus 
annotation, and Section 4 provides an overview of 
our model for Arabic text representation and its 
components. Section 5 presents the results of this 
research, and Section 6 concludes the work and 
makes recommendations for future research. 
 
2. RELATED WORK 

This section is divided into two sub-sections: 2.1 
describes the related studies to general Arabic texts 
analysis, and 2.2 demonstrates the related work 
based on our three selected classification 
algorithms, MNB, LR, and BNB. 
 
2.1 Analysis and Classification of Arabic Text 
Important previous research has focused on 
figurative language features such as sarcasm, 
feelings, emotions, and irony, as well as the polarity 
classification of social media texts and comments 
[10, 11]. Irony has been explicitly studied as a form 
of figurative language in Italian [12] and English 
[6], specifically for detecting the polarity of tweets. 
People convey messages, feelings, emotions, and 
opinions figuratively to more accurately express 
their intended meanings to others. For this research, 
using metaphors, irony, sarcasm, and figurative 
language presents significant challenges to machine 
learning algorithms and classifiers.  
 
Ahmad et al. [13] provided a comprehensive review 
of available approaches for sentiment analysis, 
including lexicon-based and machine learningbased 
using the SVM classifier. Also, Iman et al. [14] 
constructed an automated Algerian corpus from 
Facebook that used the vectorized embedding 
technology of doc2vec and word2vec. Next, 
sentiment classification was extracted using a 
variety of machine learning classifiers, such as 
SVMs, NBs, and logistic regression (LR). The 
classification results of the f1-score showed that 
SVMs and NBs outperform other classifiers. On the 
other end of the spectrum, the worst result was 
obtained by multilayer perceptron neural networks 
(MLPs).  
 
Malave et al. [15] constructed the SCUBA 
(Sarcasm Classification Using a Behavioral 
modeling Approach) to recognize sarcastic 
messages on Twitter, which raised interest in 
investigating figurative language. Similarly, 
Nguyen and Jung [16] built a system to analyze the 
figurative language of short texts collected from 
Social Networking Services (SNSs).  
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AL-Jumaili et al. [17] applied a hybrid method to a 
dataset of Arabic tweets collected for sentiment 
analysis. They divided the proposed hybrid method 
into three phases: the Arabic corpus, feature 
extraction phase, and classification. In the feature 
extraction phase, they used the stemming and POS 
for linguistic analysis, and TF-IDF was used for 
statistical analysis. In the classification section, 
they applied SVM, KNN, and ME to classify the 
tweets into positive, negative, objective, or neutral 
categories. Their results showed that the f-score of 
SVM outperformed the other classifiers.  
 
A semi-supervised approach was introduced [18]. 
The technical implementation applied four 
classification algorithms, SVM, NB, Random 
Forest (RF), and K-Nearest Neighbor (KNN), to 
manually collected data from a Jordanian platform. 
To select the best classifier performance, the feature 
evaluation was tested by using three different 
feature selection methods of Correlation-based 
Feature Selection, Principle Components Analysis, 
and SVM Feature Evaluation. The results revealed 
that the SVM algorithm outperformed others, with 
92.3% accuracy.  
 
The limitation of the Arabic corpus inspired authors 
in [19] to build a reference for Arabic tweets from 
social media; specifically, Twitter. The created 
corpus was named the Arabic Tweets Speech Act 
Corpus (ArTSAC), which was a new, enhanced 
version of modern standard Arabic (MSA) for 
tweets called ArSAS. The developed Arabic Tweets 
Speech Act Corpus has much richer annotation 
features than does MSA. The ArTSAC corpus was 
classified by using SVM algorithm. An average 
precision result achieved 90%, as well as an F-score 
of 89.6%, which revealed that using the ArTSAC 
corpus reached higher scores than using the 
SArSAS corpus.  
 
Al-Smadi et al. [20] used supervised machine 
learning to improve the Aspect-Based Sentiment 
Analysis (ABSA) for a referenced Arabic dataset 
containing hotel reviews. The proposed approach 
addressed the aspect level, opinion mining, and 
polarity identification of sentiments. The 
implementation of classification used SVM, NB, 
Bayes Network, Decision Tree (DT), and KNN 
classifiers. Based on related work exploring the 
same dataset, the supervised learning approach has 
proven superior. Evaluation of the results showed 
that SVM had the best performance in aspect level, 
opinion mining, and aspect category identification.  
 

Al-Barhamtoshy et al. [21] presented an intelligent 
model to analyze and classify Arabic tweets in five 
different corpora. This model is split them into four 
main phases: pre-processing, feature selection, 
language model, and classification. The 
employment task of linguistic pre-processing and 
the similarity function were used to outperform the 
cluster of Arabic tweets. The output results of the 
six used classifiers method explains that the 
proposed model increased the accuracy of the 
sentiment classifications.  
 
Eldefrawi et al. [22] employed the subfield of 
opinion mining called comparative opinion mining, 
which is used to compare a group of entities to each 
other. The study entailed using unsupervised 
sentiment analysis on comparative opinions in the 
Arabic language to select the most preferred entity. 
To analyze the Arabic comparative opinions, the 
proposed model put these three steps under 
consideration: comparative keywords type, the 
features existing in opinion, and the position of 
entities through comparative keywords. 
Comparative keywords are classified into five 
proposed categories to simplify analyzing each 
comparative sentence. The total average of the f-
measure was 96.5%, which indicates the correct 
identified sentiment.  
 
Madhfar et al. [23] performed an experiment 
applying six classification methods, including NB, 
SVM, RF, LR, DT, and Stochastic Gradient 
Descent (SGD), to evaluate their performance. 
These classifiers were applied to an Arabic dataset 
collected from newspaper articles. The results 
showed that the LR outperformed other classifiers 
by obtaining the highest weighted F1-score. In 
addition, this analysis implied that the performance 
for each classifier was affected by the sizes of the 
feature and of the corpus.  
 
Another study by Jarrar et al. [24] proposed a 
method of diacritic-based matching for Arabic 
words. The experiment concerns three alternative 
algorithms: subsume knowledge-based algorithms, 
imply rule-based algorithm, and alike machine 
learning based algorithms. Since this work involved 
such a substantial dataset, the evaluation of the 
algorithms was tested for soundness, completion, 
and accuracy. The final results showed that the 
accuracy of subsume was 100% that of imply 
99.32%, that of alike 99.53%.  
 
Atoum and Nouman [25] built a corpus of 1000 
Arabic Jordanian tweets, in which the annotation 
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classes were positive, negative, and neutral. The 
SVM, and NB classification algorithms were used 
to separate the tweets into these three classes. The 
result suggested that the performance of SVM was 
better than that of NB.  
 
The authors of [26] built an Arabic sarcasm dataset 
out of existing Arabic sentiment analysis datasets. 
After calibrating the dataset by using the BilSTM 
deep learning model, an F1-score of 0.46 was 
achieved, indicating a nature up to the challenge of 
the task and paving the way for future research.  
 
According to authors in [27] the Arabic corpora 
have not been studied extensively in SA. Their 
analysis indicates that the reason there have been so 
few studies on the Arabic corpora is that the Arabic 
language presents challenges to SA. This study also 
compared SA papers written before May 2017 and 
published in four different databases with the 
papers related to SA of the Arabic language. This 
resulted in only 48 papers related to the Arabic 
language out of 1458 total papers. This study thus 
indicated that there were still many gaps needing to 
be filled in Arabic-based SA.  
 
Another experiment explored why ASA research 
has been so limited. The authors of this study [28] 
concluded their work by addressing the importance 
of creating and using lexicons rather than focusing 
on Arabic corpora. Another intensive recent review 
[29] found that ASA still requires more research on 
its preprocessing process, feature selection, and 
classification methods. The study also showed that 
building a standardized Arabic dataset may occur in 
future work, along with applying the most suitable 
classification method. In this research, our goal is 
to establish the first study for analyzing figurative 
sentiments in Arabic and then to apply 
classification algorithms to discover which 
performs best.  
 
2.2 Multinomial Naïve Bayes, Bernoulli Naïve 
Bayes, and Logistic Regression Classification 
Algorithms in Arabic Text 
In light of the limited number of published studies 
in the field of Arabic natural language processing, 
we collected the most recent publications that 
related our three selected classification algorithms 
to only Arabic datasets. These collected related 
studies may include one, two, or all three of these 
algorithms either as main classifier(s) used in the 
published studies or to validate the published study.  
 

Qadi et al. [30] constructed a large MSA dataset 
collected from Arabic news articles along with their 
tags. This dataset contained four different 
categories: business, sports, technology, and the 
Middle East. The dataset was scrubbed of numbers, 
punctuation, Latin characters, and stop words. To 
classify the data into its proper categories, a number 
of classification algorithms were applied, as well as 
the majority voting classifier. The best F1-score 
was achieved by S, which proved superior to the 
other classifiers, including MNB and LR. In 
addition, this study compared the results of the 
constructed dataset with those from another 
reported dataset, Akhbarona, which contained 7 
different categories.  
 
Zahir et al. [31] developed an Arabic dataset from a 
group of YouTube comments. They generated a 
classification model by applying the MNB 
classification algorithm to the genders of the 
comments’ authors. The results of the classification 
model were promising, displaying high accuracy, 
average precision, and a high F1-score.  
 
Qwaider et al. [32] extended a reported Arabic 
dataset called Shami by annotating one of its 
subsets. This reconstructed Levantine corpus was 
named Shami-Sent, which was capable of 
processing SA. For annotating the Shami-Senti 
corpus, both lexiconbased annotation and human 
annotation were used, classifying sentences as 
positive, negative, or neutral. The study extended to 
evaluate the performance of the model by 
comparing the results of some classifier algorithms 
with the results obtained from different datasets. 
Using the Shami-Senti feature engineering, the 
accuracy of MNB reached 75.2%.  
 
Authors in [33] constructed an Arabic corpus from 
four different well-known platforms to detect hate 
speech. The evaluation of the generated dataset was 
tested by applying twelve machine learning 
algorithms, including MNB, BNB, and LR. 
Moreover, two of the deep learning algorithms 
were used, in which the Recurrent Neural Network 
outperformed all of the other classifiers, yielding 
98.7% accuracy.  
 
Sadik and Aberkane [34] constructed an Arabic 
corpus from the reviews on one of the popular 
online newspapers in Algeria, Echorouk. Next, they 
applied six classification algorithms to sort the 
opinions into groups: positive, negative, or neutral. 
The data were tested from these 3-classes as well as 
2-classes, employing features of unigram or bigram 
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analysis and sometimes both. The results of MNB 
classification were superior to those using other 
classifiers. In addition, using the combination of 
both unigram and bigram features across two or 
three classes worked better than using each one 
separately. The accuracy of MNB of 2-classes 
reached 85.57%, and it reached 65.64% for 3-
classes.  
 
The authors of [35] collected tweets from Twitter 
using a crawler to construct a large Arabic corpus. 
Their research approach concentrated on increasing 
user interest, which had fallen in all of the six 
categories measured: sports, religion, technology, 
health, economics, and literature. The MNB 
classification algorithm was implemented to 
classify the interests of each user. The validation of 
this study was compared to that of other studies, 
and here it achieved a high level of accuracy.  
 
Lichouri et al. [36] sought to build a global 
Algerian corpus, which focused on Algerian dialect 
regions according to word-level and sentence-level 
approaches. Three classification algorithms were 
applied at both levels and then combined to 
produce better results using both majority and 
minority voting procedures. In addition to the 
constructed Algerian dialect dataset, the 
experiments were also carried out using a set of 
Arabic dialects called PADIC. The study showed 
that Algerian dialects performed well at the word 
level using minority voting; however, better results 
occurred for PADIC at the sentence level. The 
average accuracy of Arabic dialects was 92%, while 
that of Algerian dialects was 76%.  
 
Al-Tamimi et al. [37] collected Arabic comments 
from YouTube to build another dataset. They 
collected comments from videos popular in 
different Arab countries. After preprocessing this 
dataset, several algorithms were applied to classify 
the comments into positive, negative, or neutral. 
The experiments were then initiated, testing the 
dataset from different perspectives, including 
balanced and unbalanced for two classes and three 
classes. Beyond this, the study tested the dataset 
based on dataset types, including raw datasets, 
related datasets, normalized datasets, and related 
normalized datasets. The highest F1 results showed 
that SVM with Radial Bases Function 
outperformed KNN and BNB, achieving an average 

accuracy of 88% when using unbalanced 2- classes 
with normalized datasets.  
 
Gamal et al. [38] extracted their Arabic Dialects 
Opinion Mining dataset from Twitter to classify 
tweets into positive or negative opinions. They 
manipulated the extracted data in a preprocessing 
phase by removing all redundant tweets to yield 
more streamlined results. Six classification 
algorithms, including BNB, NB, MNB, SGD, LR, 
and SVM, were applied, resulting in a high 
validation score of data classification. The highest 
accuracy occurred with SVM, reaching 93.5%.  
 
Abuelenin et al. [39] built an Arabic corpus by 
collecting tweets and used 400 terms from the 
Arabic Slang Lexicon to classify these tweets. To 
minimize the limitation techniques of machine 
learning (ML) and semantic orientation (SO) and to 
enhance their proposed framework, they proposed a 
hybridize schema, consisting of preprocessing, 
feature extraction, lexical classifiers, machine 
learning classifiers, and evaluation. With different 
applied types of feature extraction techniques, they 
concluded that count-vectorizer had better results 
than TF-IDF and hashing-vectorizer. The overall 
accuracy resulting from applying Linear-SVM 
reached 92.98%.  
  
Al Omari et al. [40] applied the LR approach with 
TF-IDF to group the Arabic collected comments as 
either negative, positive, or neutral. The dataset 
consisted of customer comments on various public 
services, which were collected from Google 
reviews and Zomato. The study show that the LR 
classifier produced promising results in SA when 
combined with positive prediction.  
 
Table 1 summarizes this section by describing the 
size of each study dataset along with its type and 
class. The best classifier reflects the classification 
algorithm, which gives better results than other 
classifiers. However, this column sometimes is not 
BNB, MNB, nor LR. Therefore, this study was 
chosen because it considered one of our selected 
classification algorithms for comparison validity. 
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Figure 1 The Architecture Framework Of The Arabic Figurative Sentiment Analysis (AFSA) 

 
3. CORPUS ANNOTATION 
 
Here we present the corpus structure for the ALSA 
with a scheme based on an annotated figurative 
corpus we constructed manually. Figure 1 presents 
this proposed figurative approach, consisting of 

four steps: First, collect texts and build the corpus. 
Second, perform feature extraction. Third, apply 
Term Frequency/Inverse Document Frequency (TF-
IDF) and Vectorization, and fourth, implement 
machine learning algorithms to classify the texts as 
literal or figurative. These steps are detailed further 
in subsequent sections. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
3.1 Text Cleaning and Prepossessing 
 
Several techniques exist for cleaning texts, 
including:  
 remove mentions of hashtags 
(e.g., #التعليم_والصحة) and links, 
 remove unwanted characters, e.g., ignore 
non-alphanumeric characters, 
 remove unnecessary whitespace and 
punctuations (e.g., ‘.’,’!’, and ‘?’), 
 remove copied texts in the corpus to keep 
a single occurrence of each word,  
 remove excessively long words, such as 
   ,”جميل جدا“ that is transformed into ”جميييل جدااا“
 remove consecutive Tatweel (‘ـــ’) within 
Arabic characters, and  
 remove emojis and other special characters 
 
 

 
 

 
 

Figure 2 illustrates the effects of removing Arabic 
stop-words using the Natural Language Tool Kit 
(NLTK) library, from nltk.corpus.stopword 
s.words("arabic"). The total corpus words 
decreased by 3%. 
 
3.2 Examples of the Annotation Scheme 
 
We compared the annotation of the annotators A1 
and A2 on all 2000 texts, calculating that the two 
annotators achieved agreement for 1600 texts and 
disagreement in the remaining 400. To calculate 
Cohen’s kappa coefficient, κ, for measuring 
interannotator agreements (IAA), we compared the 
annotation of A1 and A2 on all 1000 text. The 
agreement produced interesting results with the 
IAA between A1 and A2 concerning the choice 
between literal and figurative having κ = 0.50, i.e., 
a moderate agreement (see Table 3). In this study, 

Figure 2 The Corpus (A) Without And (B) With Arabic 
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Cohen’s kappa was calculated for A1 and A2 using 
the following equation: 

 

 

4. TEXT REPRESENTATION 

Since computers remain unable to read text with the 
same level of comprehension as human beings, two 
fundamental word representation approaches allow 
for the transforming of words into a format that can 
be used in machine learning models (such as BOW 
and TF-IDF). Figure 3 illustrates a word-cloud 
containing the most common words literal and 
figurative classifications. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Table 2 Examples Of Corpus Texts Representing A Variety Of Figurative Categories 

Figurative 

Categories 

Count of 

Texts 

Examples 

Sarcasm 

 

 !محل القهوة الجديد سيفتتح قريبا فى الشارع العام، هذه قصة جديدة 96

[mahalu alqahwat aljadid sayaftatih qaribaan fa alshsharie aleami, 

hadhih qisat jadyd!] 

[The new coffee shop will open soon on the main street, this is a 

new story!] 

Literal 1000 حقوق المراه التي تضمنها لها وزاره العدل 

[huquq almarah alty tudaminuha laha wizaruh aleadl] 

[Women's rights guaranteed by the Ministry of Justice] 

Hyperbole  637 الرحمن الرحيم 

[alruhmun alrahim] 

[Most Merciful] 

Simile  267 مثلهم كمثل الذى استوقد نارا 

[mathaluhum kamathal aldhaa astawqad narana] 

[They are like a man who burned fire] 
 
 
 
4.1 Bag-of-Words Featurization/Vectorization  
 
The corpus text represented in a bag-of-words 
contains only the frequency of each word (i.e., 
word count) to measure how many times each word 
appears in the corpus regardless of word positions. 
The word representation of the text includes similar 
vectors for the same tokens or words, and the bag-
ofwords approach provides a good representation of 
the text. The scikit-learn module of sklearn.feat ure 
extraction.text.CountVectorizer transforms the 
corpus texts into features vectors (i.e., [0 1 0 1 0 1 1 
0 1 0]) as follows: 

 

 
 

Table 3 Inter-Annotator Agreement (IAA) 
Metrics IAA 
kappa  
 

0.5081967213114753 

Fleiss 0.5081967213114753 
alpha  0.5128205128205129 
scotts  0.48717948717948717 
 
4.2. TF-IDF Featurization/Vectorization 
These texts are represented with fixed length 
numeric word vectors comprised of zeros and ones. 
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The term frequency-inverse document frequency 
(TF-IDF) value represents the essential words in a 
corpus and is proportional to the frequency of the 
words. The TF-IDF also provides the normalized 
BOW word count as shown below: 

 
where  represents the number of times a 
token i appears in document d divided by the total 
tokens in d, N represents the total documents found 

in the corpus, and  represents the number of 
texts containing the token or word i. 
 

Table 4 . Performance Results Of The Literal And 
Figurative Analysis. 

Model Accuracy 
(%) 

Recall 
(%) 

F1-
score 

MultinomialNB 93% 92% 92% 
LogisticRegression 93.25% 93.2% 93% 
BernoulliNB 95% 94% 94% 
 
 
5. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS 
 
We built an annotated AFSA corpus and developed 
and applied machine learning algorithms to the 
annotated sentiment figurative language by 
focusing on the corpus containing 2000 texts. The 
corpus consisted of 1000 literal and 1000 figurative 
texts and further divided into 1000 positive and 
1000 negative messages for training and testing.  
 
Test data was extracted from the AFSA corpus with 
1000 figurative sentences (e.g., hyperbole, sarcasm, 
and simile), along with the same number of non-
figurative (e.g., literal) sentences to train our 
sentiment classification [5]. This approach to split 

the training and testing data ensured both an 
unbiased separation of the corpus and reliability of 
test results. We calculated the accuracy, recall, and 
F1- value metrics following the standard equations 
that follow: 

 
 

 
 

 
Table 4 summarizes the performance of the AFSA 
sentiment analysis results for the classification 
algorithms Multinomial Naïve Bayes, logistic 
regression, and the Bernoulli Naïve Bayes in terms 
of the accuracy and F1-scores for the vectorization 
techniques of BOW and TF-IDF. Figure 4 presents 
the confusion matrix result for the logistic 
regression model. Based on these simulations and 
analyses, we observed that the vectorization using 
BOW provides better results than that using TF-
IDF, suggesting the necessity of compiling the two 
complementary vectorization techniques of BOW 
and TF-IDF to improve results. 
 
When comparing the accuracy, recall, and F1- 
scores for these machine learning models, the 
Bernoulli Naïve Bayes algorithm performed better 
than the Multinomial Naïve Bayes. However, each 
approach still suggested promising results for 
Arabic figurative sentiment analysis, but we cannot 
judge the training and testing data based solely on 
this variation. 
 

 

 Figure 3 (A) Literal Word-Cloud And (B) Figurative Word-Cloud. 
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6. CONCLUSIONS AND PERSPECTIVES 
 
We presented the first attempt at modelling and 
analyzing the annotation of an Arabic Figurative 
Sentiment corpus based on manually collected text 
from the Holy Quran, Hadeeth, and publicly 
available tweets on Kaggle. This research 
concentrated on two different classes in Arabic 
literal and figurative language, which collectively 
contained 2000 texts (1000 literal and 1000 
figurative). The experimental results for the 
figurative class achieved F1-scores of 92% for 
Multinomial Naïve Bayes, 93% for logistic 
regression, and 94% for Bernoulli Naïve Bayes. 
This result indicated that the classification 
algorithms may yield promising results when 
applied to figurative annotation.  
 
Moreover, this work presented machine learning 
models that helped to analyze Arabic literal and 
figurative language classifications. They also 
provide a valuable resource for considering the 
sentiment meaning of figurative language in Arabic 
texts by creating this corpus. In addition, this study 
created a baseline for future work in annotating the 
aspect-based level of figurative Arabic texts in 
terms of hyperbole, sarcasm, metaphor, and simile. 
Finally, this work increased the dataset by focusing 
on more annotated words, which was expected to 
provide better results. Therefore, we plan to extend  
 
 
 

 
 
our work in this direction, based on the proposals in 
[3]. 
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APPENDIX:  

 

Table 1 Summarization Of The Related Studies In Subsection 2.2 
STUD

Y 
DATASET FEATURE 

EXTRACTIO

N 

CLASSES BEST CLASSIFIER CLASSIFIERS 

COMPARED (ONLY IF 

MNB, LR, OR 

BNB) 
 

SIZE SOURCE NAME PERFORMAN

CE 

NAM

E 
PERFORMAN

CE 
[30] 89,18

9 
BEINSPORTS.COM, 
TECH-WD.COM, 
SKYNEWSARABIC.C
OM, 
ARABIC.RT.COM, 
CNBCARABIA.COM, 
ARABIC.CNN.COM, 
YOUM7.COM 
 

TF-IDF, 
AND 

COUNT 

BUSINESS, 
SPORTS, 
TECHNOLO

GY, AND 

MIDDLE 

EAST 

SVM PREC= 98% 

REC= 98% 

F1= 98% 

LR PREC= 98% 

REC= 98% 

F1= 98% 

MN
B 

PREC= 96% 

REC= 96% 

F1= 96% 

46,90
0 

AKHBARONA FINANCE, 
SPORTS, 
CULTURE, 
TECHNOLO

GY, 
POLOTICS, 
MEDICAL, 
AND 

RELIGION 

SVM PREC= 94% 

REC= 94% 

F1= 94% 

LR PREC= 94% 

REC= 94% 

F1= 94% 
MN
B 

PREC= 91% 

REC= 88% 

F1= 88% 

[31] 27,92
9 

YOUTUBE 

COMMENTS 
TF-IDF MALE, AND 

FEMALE 
NMB ACC= 

75.2% 
- - 

[32] 2242 
 

SHAMI-SENTI TF, 
UNIGRAM 

+ BIGRAM, 
AND 

FEATURE 

ENGINEERI

NG 

POSITIVE, 
NEGATIVE, 
AND 

NEUTRAL 

MNB ACC= 

75.2% 
- - 

19,73
8 

LARB3- 

BALANCED 
POSITIVE, 
NEGATIVE, 
AND 

NEUTRAL 

- - MN
B 

ACC= 58.2 

[33] 20,00
0 

FACEBOOK, 
TWITTER, 
INSTAGRAM, AND 

YOUTUBE 

N/A HATE, AND 

NOT HATE 
COMPLEME

NT NB 
ACC= 

97.59% 

PREC= 

97.63% 

F1= 

97.59% 

REC= 

97.59% 

MN
B 

ACC= 

97.52% 

PREC= 

97.55% 

F1= 

97.52% 

REC= 

97.52% 
BNB ACC= 

96.19% 

PREC= 

96.38% 

F1= 

96.18% 

REC= 

96.19% 
LR ACC= 

97.54% 

PREC= 

97.55% 

F1= 

97.54% 

REC= 
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97.54% 

[34] 63,05
5 

USERS COMMENTS 

FROM ECHOROUK, 
AN ONLINE 

ALGERIAN 

NEWSPAPER 

UNIGRAM 

+ BIGRAM 
POSITIVE, 
NEGATIVE, 
AND 

NEUTRAL 

MNB ACC= 

65.64% 

PREC= 67% 

F1= 64% 

REC= 66% 

- - 

[35] 140,8
41 

TWITTER BIGRAM SPORT, 
RELIGION, 
TECHNOLO

GY, 
HEALTH, 
ECONOMY, 
AND 

LITERATUR

E 

MNB PREC= 91% 

F1= 80% 
- - 

[36] 793 ALGERIAN 

DIALECTS 
TF-IDF 8 

DIFFERENT 

ALGERIAN 

CITIES 

- - BNB ACC= 

25.82% 
MN
B 

ACC= 

33.11% 
6000 PADIC MODERN 

STANDARD 

ARABIC 

WITH 5 

DIFFERENT 

ARABIC 

COUNTRIES 

BNB ACC= 

73.15% 
MN
B 

ACC= 

72.61% 

[37] 5986 YOUTUBE 

COMMENTS 
BIGRAM + 

UNIGRAM 

+ TF-IDF 

POSITIVE, 
NEGATIVE, 
AND 

NEUTRAL 

SVM WITH 

UNBALANCE

D 2-CLASS 

(NORMALIZ

ED) 

AVG. F1= 

88% AVG. 
PREC= 88% 

AVG. REC= 

88% 

BNB AVG. F1= 

.859 AVG. 
PREC= .859 

AVG. REC= 

.859 
[38] 151,5

48 
TWITTER TF POSITIVE 

AND 

NEGATIVE 

SVM ACC= 

93.57% 
BNB ACC= 

85.8% 
MN
B 

ACC= 

89.44% 
[39] 1560 TWITTER TF-IDF, 

COUNT, 
HASHING 

POSITIVE, 
NEGATIVE, 
AND 

NEUTRAL 

SVM ACC= 

92.98% 
BNB ACC= 

81.50% 
MN
B 

ACC= 

78.94% 
[40] 3916 GOOGLE REVIEWS, 

AND ZOMATO 
TF-IDF POSITIVE, 

AND 

NEGATIVE 

LR MICRO 

AVG.: 
PREC= 0.88 

REC= 0.88 

N/A N/A 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


